Introduction.
An open question in summability theory is to characterize those FK-spaces, E, which are boundedness domains (i.e., E = m .
for some infinite matrix A). In this paper we solve this problem in the case when E has the F-sectional boundedness property (7*-Aß) and A is rowfinite.
In addition we give a characterization of those FK-spaces, E, which are closed subspaces of mA for some row-finite matrix A.
Preliminary ideas and results.
A K-space is a locally convex space Proof, The proof of the necessity of (1) Thus E is closed in mA.
As a special case we obtain that I (1 < p < oo) is a boundedness domain. This result was originally obtained by Bennett in [2, Proposition 9]. We point out that his proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary.
Ler E be an almost BK-space having T-AB. Suppose
further that E is a r{T)-space. Let A be a row-finite matrix such that E .
has T-AB. Then E . is a boundedness domain.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, E = mß for some row-finite matrix B. Since A and B are both row-finite, it is easily verified that E . = mßA.
We remark that the hypothesis that A is row-finite cannot be omitted from the above theorem. Let A be the matrix with 1 's in the first row and O's elsewhere. Then m , = es, the set of convergent series, which is not a y(T)-space.
In [6] an example of a convergence domain, cA, is given in which cA does not have T-AB for any regular matrix To It follows that mA does not
